The paper is focused on fuzzy cognitive maps -abstract soft computing models, which can be applied to model complex systems with uncertainty. The authors present two distinct methodologies for fuzzy cognitive map reconstruction based on gradient learning. Both theoretical and practical issues involved in the process of a map reconstruction are discussed. Among researched and described aspects are: map sizes, data dimensionality, distortions, optimization procedure, etc. Theoretical results are supported by a series of experiments, that allow to evaluate the quality of the developed approach. The authors compare both procedures and discuss practical issues, that are entailed in the developed methodology. The goal of this study is to investigate theoretical and practical problems, that are relevant in the Fuzzy Cognitive Map reconstruction process.
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive maps (term fathered by E. Tolman) are present in sciences since 1940s. The beginnings of the field are associated with studies on hidden learning process observed among vertebrate animals. Experiments prove that data units gathered seemingly unwitting at a previous point of time could be efficiently processed in order to solve stimuli-triggered problem. These pieces of information residing in brain ordered in the cognitive map at the moment of data processing are visualised and associated in order to increase chances of success.
Associative learning observed among live beings has become a field of a great interest of artificial intelligence, the area of computer science dedicated to intelligence simulation. Cognitive maps could be applied in data processing systems, especially in those dedicated to problem-solving in uncertain and dynamic environments. Potential benefits of applying cognitive maps in data mining are: decreased amount of calculations required to perform given task, optimized data recollection and enhanced learning process, (Papageorgiou and Salmeron, 2013) .
Primary, theory of cognitive maps was related to standard logical notation, the values of the connections could be either +1 or -1. Later research has proved that incorporating fuzzy logic into cognitive maps could be beneficial as the new data representation model could be a better reflection of realworld relationships. As a result, in Fuzzy Cognitive Maps the values of the connections are anywhere inbetween -1 and +1. The new information model forms signed fuzzy digraph, that could be applied in complex systems analysis, (Papakostas et al., 2008) , (Papakostas et al., 2012) . Improved modelling capabilities are suitable in systems influenced by the uncertainty factor.
Authors benefit from the research on cognitive maps, that has been already done and investigate selected practical and theoretical issues of information processing and mining with the use of cognitive maps, (Stach et al., 2005) , (Stach et al., 2004) . This paper is oriented on Fuzzy Cognitive Maps and customized framework, which we plan to use to describe economic phenomena. Theoretical aspects discussed in this article are intertwined with practical issues, that may be solved with the prepared model. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the authors discuss two methodologies for Fuzzy Cognitive Map reconstruction. In Section 3 both methodologies are applied in a series of experiments. The aim of the discussion on the selected experiments is to test the developed procedures, compare their prop-erties and analyze practical aspects of our approach to FCM reconstruction. Among investigated issues are data dimensionality, model parameters, and others.
METHODOLOGY

Introductory Remarks
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps are abstract soft computing models, that are directed graph-alike structures comprising of nodes and weights connecting the nodes, (Kosko, 1986) . In practical applications nodes correspond to various phenomena, for example: unemployment, fuel prices, air pollution, human capital, etc. Relations between phenomena in a cognitive map are expressed through weights between nodes. An example of a 3-node fuzzy cognitive map is in Figure 1 . A map is characterized with a collection nodes V = {V 1 ,V 2 , . . . ,V n } and with a weights matrix W , which is a nxn matrix. Cognitive map exploration is performed with activations X. Activations are gathered in a n × N matrix, which each k = 1, . . . , N column contains nodes activations in the k-th iteration. Cognitive map computes responses to presented activations. Responses Y are gathered in a nxN matrix, alike activations are. In general, responses are computed according to the formula:
where * is an operation performed on matrices W and X, which produces a matrix W * X of size nxN, and f is a mapping applied individually to elements of W * X. Matrix product is an example of such operation and it is utilized in this study. Let us denote i-th row, j-th column and an element in i-th row and j-th column of a matrix A as A i· , A · j and A i j , respectively. In order to compute map's response to k-th activations (response in k-th iteration), we apply the formula:
and, more specifically, i-th node response in k-th iteration is computed by multiplying:
where f trans is a nonlinear non-decreasing transformation function. f trans : R → [0, 1]. In this paper we use sigmoid function chosing the τ parameter equal to 2.5 based on experiments:
Computed responses should match actual (observed, measured) status of the corresponding phenomena. We call such actual status a target. With a given weights matrix, using Formula 3, we calculate nodes' responses for a given input activation set. The better the model, the closer are model responses to the target.
In empirical models based on cognitive maps one has to take into account certain dose of uncertainty. No matter at which step we start cognitive map exploration, there may be a chance of errors of various nature, for example:
• if weights matrix is constructed based on experts' knowledge, one may expect diverse, even contradictory, evaluations of relations within the nodes. Most probably, character of such errors will be random, • if for training purposes we use data from measuring devices, there is always a chance of systematic or random errors (devices and observations (e.g. meter reading) may be malfunctioning). These are two common sources of distortions in a model based on a cognitive map. In this paper we focus on models with such distortions.
Let us assume that we do not have weights matrix, but activations in consecutive N iterations and observed (target) status of the corresponding phenomena. We can construct weights matrix W by minimization of the error:
where Y are map responses and T GT are targets.
Datasets
We have conducted experiments with the use of two training (not distorted and distorted) and one testing datasets. The goal of the procedure for Fuzzy Cognitive Map reconstruction is to build a map, that is the closest to a perfect map. The perfect map is an ideal description of a system of interest. Our methodology attempts at reconstruction of this perfect map, hence we use the term FCM reconstruction.
For methodological purposes we use three aforementioned datasets. The not distorted training dataset describes the ideal, perfect map. We use this dataset for quality assessment purposes -differences between map response and not distorted training dataset inform how the reconstructed model differs from the ideal one.
The not distorted training dataset is never present in real data. Modeling real-life phenomena is always connected with distortions of varied nature. Therefore, the map reconstruction procedure is based on distorted training dataset. We investigate two different strategies that add distortions to the map. Distorted training dataset derives from not distorted one.
Testing dataset is used for map quality assessment. Test datasets were half the size of train datasets.
In Section 3 we present dependency between map size, train dataset size and accuracy.
We have tested two kinds of weights matrices: • weights matrix with values drawn randomly from the uniform distribution in the [−1, 1] interval, values are rounded to 2 decimal points, • weights matrix with a given share of zeros and other weights drawn randomly from the uniform distribution. First kind of weights matrix does not need to be explained to greater detail. The second kind represents a map, in which there is certain share of 0s. Connections evaluated as 0s inform us that there is no relationship between given nodes. With a weight equal to 0 we express also lack of knowledge about relationship between given phenomena. Such maps are important from the practical perspective. Hence, we investigate maps based on weights matrices with given share of 0's set to: 90%, 80%, 70% and so on.
Activations are real numbers from the [0, 1] interval drawn randomly from the uniform distribution.
To retain comparability whenever it is possible we use the same datasets. For example, each experiment for n = 8 (number of nodes) is based on the same activations.
Experiments' Methodology
In this section we discuss the methodology of FCM reconstruction process and methodology of the experiments. The training dataset contains distortions. The goal of our study on distortions in cognitive maps training is to prepare a model, which may be applied to describe real-world phenomena. We present full course of the experiments, including training and quality evaluation phase.
The course of the full experiment, including validation, is the following:
• there is an ideal weights matrix W , that describes the system perfectly. Given are activations X. ,,Ideal" weights and activations produce ideal targets (,,ideal" T GT ) based on Formula 1, • the ideal data gets distorted and the perfect weights matrix is lost, • The goal is to reconstruct the map based on:
• with the use of error minimization procedure based on gradient weights matrix is reconstructed, • the quality of the reconstructed map is tested on training and test datasets. The procedure described above is a general methodology of our approach. The map reconstruction process in the shape as it is on real data is the following:
• given are activations and distorted targets,
• with the use of gradient learning we reconstruct the map • the quality of the model is checked on the testing dataset.
In the following paragraphs we discuss in greater detail methodology of our approach. We focus on distortions and collate model quality with the strength of distortions. The more susceptible is the procedure to distortions, the better it performs on real data.
FCM Training with Distortions on the Weights Level
Figure 2 illustrates FCM training and testing procedure with distortions introduced on the weights level. In this variant of the proposed procedure map reconstruction is based on:
distortions applied to weights.
Training phase adjusts weights matrix W W so that:
The training dataset is distorted on the level of weights. Distortions are then propagated to targets T GT W D . The training procedure overcomes errors, that are propagating as a result of a prior distortion.
Training procedure uses conjugate gradients method. In practical experiments we used a version of conjugate gradient implemented in R. Gradient-based optimization minimizes error as in Formula 6. We tested the procedure against several errors. As a result of the optimization a new weights matrix W W f in FuzzyCognitiveMapReconstruction-MethodologiesandExperiments In the Figure 2 we have intentionally distinguished training dataset and test dataset. Model is built on distorted training dataset and tested on not distorted training dataset and on the test dataset.
FCM Training with Distortions on the Target Level
The alternative way to include distortions is to apply them directly to targets. In this way distortions appear, but they are not propagated. Detailed experiment scheme is illustrated in Figure 3 . The model training phase is based on conjugate gradient method and it minimizes error:
We build the map with the distorted train dataset and asses its quality based on:
• discrepancies between ,,ideal" target T GT and model response Y for the training dataset, • discrepancies between test target T GT T and test model response Y T (on the test dataset).
The difference between scheme in Figure 2 , when we distort weights, and scheme in Figure 3 , when we distort target is in the nature of distortion. In the first case errors are systematically propagated. In the second case discrepancies occur, but they are not involved in further transformations.
Model Building Phase -Minimization Criteria
We use conjugate gradient method to reconstruct weights matrix based on activations and distorted targets. We have conducted several sets of experiments, in which we minimize the following errors:
• Mean Squared Error:
• Mean Absolute Error:
• Maximum Absolute Error:
In Section 3 we verify the quality of the developed training procedure based on errors listed above. MSE and MAE errors average discrepancies between targets and map responses. MAXA error informs about the greatest absolute difference between a single data point. MSE and MAE allow to infer about models quality. MAXA plays only informative role.
RESULTS
In this section we apply proposed methodology. We divided this section so that each important aspect of a FCM reconstruction process is discussed separately.
Parameters Influence on Errors
In this subsection we investigate relations between training procedure, data dimensionality and error rates. We track how the number of nodes and the number of iterations influence the accuracy. First, we present FCM reconstruction scheme with distortions introduced on the target level. Secondly, we discuss models, that were fitted to data, where distortions appeared on the weights level. Let us recall, that size of the map (number of nodes) is denoted as n, while the number of training observations is denoted as N.
We test the quality of the reconstructed map by comparing map responses, denoted as Y , with targets. Computed errors: MSE, MAE and MAXA inform about discrepancies between fitted model to our data. We test the quality on 3 datasets:
• not distorted train dataset (denoted as train ND),
• distorted train dataset (denoted as train D),
• test dataset.
The first comparison: on not distorted train dataset informs us, how fitted model output differs from ,,ideal" targets. The second comparison: Y against T GT W D or T GT T D informs us how the model adjusts to the data, that was used to train it. The last comparison uses test dataset, which is separate and not connected with train datasets.
Following experiment details are assumed:
• minimized is Mean Squared Error,
• weights matrix is random, the same in each run of the experiment,
• no more than 100 repetitions of conjugate gradient algorithm are performed,
• τ = 2.5, distortions on target and weights levels are random from normal distribution with standard deviation sd=0.4 and sd=0.8, respectively.
Tests were performed for maps of size 4, 8, 12 and 20. We have investigated how the number of iterations influences error rates. The number of observations was changing, from 0.25n to 5n. Plots below summarize named errors on training and testing datasets.
Training with Targets Distorted
Plots in Figure 4 show MSE, MAE and MAXA errors against the size of map training dataset. Plots concern maps of different sizes (4, 8, 12 and 20) , all trained on distorted targets. MAXA errors do not determine the overall quality of the model, they play an informative role. Accuracy of recreated map is confirmed by MSE and MAE errors, which inform about mean errors statistics. Plots concern not distorted train, distorted train and test datasets.
One can observe, that with the smallest map we have the highest instability. MSE and MAE errors stabilize when the number of iterations N is over 3 * n. For a map of n = 8 nodes MSE and MAE stabilize, when the number of iterations is over 1.5 * n, for a map of n = 12 stability is reached when N = n.
The smaller the map, the smaller is the error. Errors, after the stabilization, remain on a steady level in each case. Adding more observations (greater N) causes that the error slightly decreases for the train ND dataset and the test dataset. This is a very attractive property, map reconstruction procedure is stable and the model is not overfitted.
Let us closely investigate targets, which were distorted by random values drawn from the normal distribution with sd=0.4. As a result T GT T D contains significant amount of 0s and 1s, which cannot be produced as a model response with sigmoid function as in Formula 4. Due to asymptotic properties of sigmoid function we cannot expect the map to reach targets equal to 0 or 1. Nevertheless, it does not mean, that a map recreated with distorted targets is worse than a map, that was recreated based on distorted weights.
Side effect of increased map size is duration of algorithm run. All experiments were performed on a standard PC. For n=4, n=8, n=12 and n=20 we needed around 2 seconds, 1 minute, 7 minutes, for a single map reconstruction, respectively. The increase in computation time with respect to map size is faster than linear.
Training with Weights Distorted
Similar experiment was conducted for data with distortion introduced on the weights level. Figure 5 contains error plots for FCMs of various size. The OX axis informs about the size of the training dataset.
Plots in this case differ from the previous ones. Fitting procedure in this case was very successful for smaller maps. It is especially easy to observe for n = 4, where even MAXA errors are relatively small. Instability at the beginning, for N = 1, 2, 3 occurred because of the influence of insufficient data dimensionality. For a map with n = 8 nodes fitting procedure performed also very well. The error on the distorted training dataset was very small. For smaller maps (n = 4 and n = 8) on the distorted train dataset MSE and MAE do not reach 0.1.
The situation changes as the size of the map grows. Training procedure with distortions on the weights level becomes less effective. This map reconstruction procedure is more sensitive to the map size. Moreover, map reconstruction procedure based on distorted weights is able to fit the model to the distorted train data relatively well, but on not distorted dataset and on the test dataset results are worse. It is especially easy to spot for n = 12.
The larger is the map, the greater is the MSE error. Smallest error is with respect to the data, that was used to train the map, but for the two other datasets results show clear relation between map size and the accuracy.
Comparison of the Two Methodologies
Figures 6, 7 and 8 allow to compare the two methodologies of map reconstruction. The results of the two training methods: based on distorted targets and based on distorted weights are compared for training and test datasets.
On the distorted training dataset, the one that was used for map reconstruction, errors are higher for the methodology based on distorted target. Model built with distorted weights fits better to the data, that was used to train it.
Only for the smallest map, model built with distorted weights achieves lower errors. In contrast, for maps larger than n = 4, models based on distorted targets are better. MSE errors are even 0.1 lower, than for the distorted weights method. Method based on distorted targets does not overfit the map and it performs well on the test and the ,,ideal" datasets. 
The Influence of Error Minimization Procedure on Errors
In this section we investigate if the choice of an error to be minimized influences error rates. In the map reconstruction procedure we use conjugate gradient to rebuild the FCM. In the scheme of optimization we minimize the error between distorted target and map response. Map response (obtained with new weights) should be as close to distorted target as possible. In the experiments we set following parameters:
• n = 8, N = 16, • weights matrix is random, the same in each run of the experiment, • no more than 100 repetitions of conjugate gradient algorithm are performed, • τ = 2.5, distortions on target level and on weights level are random from the normal distribution with sd=0.4 and sd=0.8, respectively. We have chose the size of the map and data dimensionality sufficient to comment differences for the two map reconstruction procedures. Table 1 contains final errors for various optimization strategies.
If we optimize with MSE, MAE and MAXA results do not differ significantly, especially for the sec- ond map reconstruction strategy (distorted weights). Optimization procedure produces similar outputs, targets are not 0s or 1s.
In the case of training with distortions introduced on the targets results are less similar, than they were before. Training with targets, that contain 0s and 1s makes the results less similar, depending on the kind of error that we minimize.
The Influence of the Distortions Rate on Errors
In this section we investigate how applied scale of distortion influences the fitness of the reconstructed map. We analyze this problem separately for the procedure based on distortion on the weights level and on the targets level. Firstly, we investigate random errors. Subsequently, we discuss the influence of systematic errors. In the experiments in this section we set following experiment details:
• weights matrix is random, the same in each run of the experiment, • no more than 100 repetitions of conjugate gradient algorithm are performed, • τ = 2.5.
Distortions Applied on the Target Level
In the case of the first training procedure we apply distortions directly to targets. We have tested how distortions influence accuracy of the training procedure. Figure 9 illustrates how the level of distortions influences errors. Distortions are random from normal distribution with given standard deviation (distortion rate sd, on the OX axis) and mean is equal 0.
The larger is the distortion rate, the higher are errors. The constant increasing error rate is visible for the two train datasets. For the test dataset, the trend is not strictly increasing, but the tendency is the same -with the growth of the distortion rate errors become larger. Nevertheless, errors do not get very large. In the worst case, for test dataset MAE does not exceed 0.3. MSE for training datasets do not exceed 0.1. This proves, that the proposed procedure is stable and reconstructs FCMs well.
Distortions Applied on the Weights Level
Let us compare previous results with fitness of the procedure based on distorted weights. Figure 10 illustrates how the level of distortions influences errors. Distortions are random from normal distribution with given standard deviation (distortion rate sd, on the OX axis) and mean equal 0.
Distortions rate applied to weights is greater than before. Targets are from the 0, 1 interval, while weights are from the [−1, 1] interval. Therefore, on the OX axis one can observe, that we have conducted experiments for distortions ranging from 0.1 to 2.0.
In this case the results are less stable. This property has been already mentioned. Procedure based on distorted weights is more sensitive. As a result lines are not smooth. The tendency of error growth has been maintained. The higher is the distortions rate, the larger are errors. Map reconstruction procedure based on distorted weights performs worse than the procedure based on distorted targets. Errors are greater. In the worst case, for the MAE error is over 0.45. Please observe, that errors for distorted dataset, the one which has been used to train the map, is very small. The model fits to the training data well, but it does not perform well on other datasets.
Systematic Distortions
Subsequently, we have investigated the influence of systematic errors on the reconstructed map. Figures  11 and 12 present errors for varying range of systematic distortions introduced on the target and weights levels. In order to include systematic errors, targets and weights distortions have been drawn from the normal distribution with standard deviations 0.4 and 0.8, respectively. Mean of the systematic distortions is on the OX axis. Errors are the lowest in the neighborhood of 0. In both cases we have observed, that errors were larger for negative mean of distortions.
FuzzyCognitiveMapReconstruction-MethodologiesandExperiments
The Influence of Weights Matrix Kind on Errors
Previous experiments were aimed to reconstruct a map with random weights matrix. In these cases, matrices were filled with random values from the [−1, 1] interval. In this section we compare the effectiveness of the two proposed map reconstruction procedures for maps that contain certain share of 0s. The focus on this aspect is driven by practical issues. In practice, weights matrices, especially large ones, contain a lot of 0s, that represent lack of relationship between the nodes or lack of knowledge about such relations.
In the experiments in this section we have assumed the following:
• τ = 2.5, distortions on target and weights levels are random from the normal distribution with sd=0.4 and sd=0.8, respectively.
We investigate, if the share of 0s in the original weights matrix influences model fitness and stability. We have prepared two experiments. First one aims at map reconstruction without additional assumptions. This experiment is performed for the training scheme with distortions on the target level. It is not suitable for the second training scheme.
The second experiment assumes, that 0s from the original matrix W are maintained in the final weights matrix W f in . We have tested it with the two training methodologies.
Distorted Targets. No Assumptions
Regarding the Shape of W f in .
We have tested training procedure, which involves distortions on the target level. Figure 13 illustrates how the errors change depending on the percentage of 0s in the original weights matrix. One can observe that developed procedure is stable, there are no significant changes in error rates, as the share of 0s in the original weights matrix increases. Even when the original matrix is all 0s (the last data point on the plot) map fitness is not bad.
Distorted Targets. Additional Assumptions
In this experiment we have stated an additional assumption for the reconstructed map. We require that positions, which were filled with 0s in W remain set to 0 after the optimization. Such experiment is driven by practical issues. We may know or want to set certain relation in the reconstructed map to 0. Figure 14 illustrates how errors change as the number of 0s in the weights matrix grow. One may observe, that training procedure is stable and MSE and MAE errors remain at a fixed rate. An interesting observation is in the last data point on the OX, percentage = 90%. For the test and not distorted datasets the errors there are the smallest, the model is the closest to the original one.
Distorted Weights. Additional
Assumptions Regarding the Shape of W f in .
Similar experiment has been performed for the second approach to FCM reconstruction. Figure 15 illustrates how MSE, MAE and MAXA errors change depending on the share of 0s in the original weights matrix W . We have assumed hat in the final matrix 0s remain unchanged. Similarly as in the previous case, for the largest share of 0s the model performs slightly better. Most important conclusion is that our procedure for both methodologies is resistant to unusual, but important from the practical point of view matrices.
CONCLUSIONS
The authors focus on Fuzzy Cognitive Maps -an important knowledge representation model. They are noteworthy tools, able to deal with imprecise, gradual information.
In this paper methodologies for Fuzzy Cognitive Map reconstruction are proposed. FCM reconstruction aims at building a map, that fits to the target observations to the greatest extent. With the map reconstruction procedure we can rebuild a Fuzzy Cognitive Map, without any prior knowledge about relations between maps' nodes. Our methodology is based on gradient-based optimization, that minimizes discrepancies between map responses and targets.
The theoretical introduction and discussion on the developed procedure of FCM reconstruction is supported by a series of experiments. Presented experiments allow to verify the quality of the developed approaches in various scenarios. We have discussed the issues of map size, data dimensionality and distortion levels. We have investigated properties of the developed procedure and showed, that it is effective and stable. Experiments were conducted on three datasets, addressed are model parameters and final errors.
In future authors plan to research cognitive maps based on other information representation schemes, (Pedrycz and Homenda, 2012) , (Zadeh, 1997) . We will especially investigate bipolar information representation scheme and generalizations of FCMs.
